English Literature Curriculum Map

Revision of literature
paper 1 and 2
•

•
•

•
Romeo and Juliet
Love and
•
A Christmas Carol
Relationships
Poetry Anthology
‘An Inspector Calls’
by Priestley
Unseen Poetry
You will be:
analysis
•
Formally assessed twice a half-term
•

‘Romeo and
Juliet’ by
William
Shakespeare
•
•
•
•

•

REVISION

English • American Studies • American Literature • Creative
Writing • Education • Journalism

REVISION
&
EXAMS

Analysis • Attention to Detail • Communication • Cultural
Understanding • Empathy • Literacy • Organisation
Problem solving • Research • Patience • Logical Thinking

Given a self-quizzing book and
knowledge organiser
HWK set on GCSE Pod

A continued passion and love of learning about literature.

•
•
•

•

•

Read and study a
world text
Learn how to
embed relevant
contexts into an
essay answer

How does
Steinbeck
present
Curley’s Wife?

•
•

•
•
•

Plot knowledge
Themes and
character

•

How does
Russell present
tragedy?

Read, study and
annotate poetry

Understand how the work of
dramatists is communicated
effectively through performance

•

Read and study a world text
Start to analyse extracts from
texts
Analysing how methods are
used across the whole text

Read and enjoy a range
of poems written by
women
Compare the
presentation and
treatment of women
Analyse how meaning
is created in the text

macbeth

Private peaceful by
Michael morpurgo
•
•

Read and study a modern
novel
Consider how the writer
uses methods to create
meaning
Learn about relevant
contexts

•
•

Read, study and
annotate the
text
Character
Themes

World text
•
•

How does the writer use language
to present the importance of
teaching black British history?

•

•

You will answer an
extract based
question

Noughts and crosses:
the play
•

Lit Paper 1
A Christmas
carol by
Charles dickens

Lit Paper 2
Anthology
poetry and
unseen

Read and study a
modern play
Learn about tragedy
and other themes
linked to GCSE texts

•

Read and study a
range of writing by
black British authors

A midsummer
night’s
dream

•

•

Black british
writing

A midsummer
night’s
dream
•

Blood
brothers

Study the Love and
Relationships poetry
in preparation for
GCSEs

How is
romantic love
presented?

•

•
•

You will be:
•
Formally assessed twice a half-term
•
Given a self-quizzing book and
knowledge organiser
•
HWK set on GCSE Pod

Love and
relationships
poetry

Read a range of
extracts from 19th
century writers

Of Mice and
men
•

Quotation retrieval
Textual knowledge
Exam skills

How does Emily
Bronte present
setting?

19th century
texts:
gothic
literature
•

Lit Paper 2:
An inspector
calls by
priestley

Lit Paper 2 revision

Plot knowledge
Themes
Exam skills
Quotation
retrieval

5&6

Social media manager • Teacher • Librarian • Digital copy
writer • Marketing Executive • Journalism & Broadcasting
• Law • Politics • Publishing

•

•

Read and study a
range of poems
written during
WW1
Perfect your
analysis of text

Poetry from
around the world
•
•
•

Read and study a range of
poems from around the
world
Continue to develop analysis
skills
Learn about different
cultures

•
•
•

Read and study a
Shakespeare play
Explore how
Shakespeare creates
character and themes
Continue to develop
analysis of how writers
use methods to create
meaning

How does
Shakespeare
present
Lady
Macbeth?

You will be given:
•
A weekly spelling test
•
A weekly study of key words
•
A fortnightly creative writing task
•
An end of unit test each term

Read and enjoy the
story of a
Shakespearean text
Consider staging
choices and different
performances
Study plot and
characterisation
Watch an online
performance

Essay Skill
Demonstrate knowledge and
understanding of essay Qs

•
•
•

Jane Eyre by charlotte bronte
Analyse symbols and
connotations of words
Write analysis paragraphs
Choose and read books
independently for challenge,
interest and enjoyment

•
•
•
•

Read and enjoy the story of a
pre-19th century text
Study plot and
characterisation and their
effects
Make inferences and refer to
evidence in the text
Learn about relevant contexts

analysis
Analyse how writers use language and
structure to create effects

Context
Study of relevant historical contexts to
deepen understanding of the writer’s
intentions

